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"1 Style -- 19 Color Schemes -- All Beautiful OpenOffice Writer Ebook Templates!" "Now It's Even

EASIER To Generate Stunning PDF Ebook Templates With Incredible Style" From the desk of : [Your

Name] Date: Wednesday, May 7, 2008 Hello Friend, If you're a big fan of the previously released EZ

Ebook Template Packages, then I have something you're really going to love. . . . Or . . . If you're just now

discovering EZ Ebook Templates Packages, I'll briefly explain to you what they are, what they do, and

how they can help you reduce your work load as an ebook author . . . "What Are EZ Ebook Templates?"

EZ Ebook Templates are just what they sound like. They are ebook templates specially formatted to work

inside of OpenOffice Writer to create PDF ebooks with loads of style. Unlike Microsoft Word templates

that can be void of color, hip styles, and are more difficult to work with, EZ Ebook Templates have plenty

of fresh colors hooked up with the latest styles and are easy to work with. The only drawback is you have

to have OpenOffice Writer. But, the upside is that OpenOffice Writer is 100 free to download! You might

be thinking. . . "Are they really that easy to use?" I think so. And many other people do too. What could be

simpler than adding your own unique ebook content and hitting a "create PDF" button without all the

headaches of creating your own snazzy looking formats? Other than me coming to your house and doing

it for you, nothing! "What Do EZ Ebook Templates Do, Or, How Do They Work Exactly?" EZ Ebook

Templates give you the opportunity to create PDF ebooks that look completely professional. But without

all the head pounding hours of work. To use them, all you need to do is open up one of the specially

designed .ODT files inside OpenOffice Writer and add your content. You can make changes to the text

colors, the fonts, the line spacing, the backgrounds, anything you can think of, or know how to do. If you

can use OpenOffice Writer, then you can use EZ Ebook Templates. Once you discover how truly easy it

is, you will never go back to bland looking PDF ebooks again. "How Can EZ Ebook Templates Help Me

And My Online Business?" Hiring someone to create a custom ebook template for you can be extremely

costly. But doing it yourself can suck up huge chunks of your time. Then you're left figuring out which is

more important to you, your time, or your money? When you pick up a copy of EZ Ebook Templates,

you'll never have to pay someone to generate a custom ebook template for you since you'll have plenty of
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colors to choose from in any EZ Ebook Template Package. You pay once and have the ebook templates

to use over and over again anytime you need, or want one without taking up chunks of your precious

time. EZ Ebook Templates will save you precious time and money. "What's So Special About This EZ

Ebook Template Package Then?" Frankly, I'm glad you asked. But, rather than just tell you, let me show

you what makes EZ Ebook Template Packages so special. Let me give you a quick example of what your

ebooks could look like if you used just one of these stunning OpenOffice Writer templates for your next

project. . . . First. . . Here's what a normal, non formatted PDF ebook made in OpenOffice Writer looks

like: (Hint: That's also what a normal, non spruced up Microsoft Word ebook looks like too!) Do you know

how difficult it is to keep your readers attention with something like the above example? Heck, even

printed books have illustrations. And some of 'em even have color too! It's important for your readers to

offer them an ebook product that isn't devoid of color. But just enough color, you don't want to go

overboard with them and completely distract your readers from the all important content of your ebooks.

EZ Ebook Templates can give you that ability. Now, Here's what a pre-formatted PDF ebook made using

the EZ Ebook Template inside this incredible package looks like: See the difference?! Amazing, right?

But, that's not the only thing that changed with this template. How about a table of contents that links

directly to the actual chapters in the ebook? Okay, how about this. . . Now, how about a screen capture

showing you all the graphical detail? All right, here ya go. . . Of course, the actual ebook template graphic

looks much clearer as you have to account for the screen capture tool pixelization. But . . . Isn't that 100

times better than a plain, old, boring, ebook layout? Of course it is! EZ Ebook Template Packages Can

Also Give You A Super Fast "Head Start" On Creating Your Own Unique Ebook Designs With Just A

Little Bit Of Effort The very best part about these templates is that you can change them completely to fit

your own style, and the style of your ebook content! In fact, because there's only one style, but 19

different color schemes, you can mix and match different elements to generate PDF ebooks that are

uniquely you quickly and easily. How is that possible? Because not only will you receive 19 differently

colored OpenOffice Ebook Templates, you'll also receive these extra design elements that you can mix

and match to your favorite combinations: 18 Different Blank 3D Ebook Covers In Assorted Luscious

Colors 18 Different Modern Looking Horizontal Ruler Graphic Images To Easily Separate Your Ebook

Content With Flair And, with only one format style to work with across 19 different ebook templates, it's

makes working with them that much easier for you. If you picked up any of the previous EZ Ebook



Template Packages, you will have noticed that there were a lot of things going on with those designs. And

a whole lot more designs that may have been a bit overwhelming. With EZ Ebook Template Package 3,

you will receive 19 smokin' hot .ODT ebook templates, but all with the same basic design with different

color schemes. This will make getting a handle on making changes to the templates much easier. EZ

Ebook Template Package Is The One Product You Need To Start Stylizing Your Drab & Dreary Ebooks

Into Beautiful Works Of Art. . . Without All The Hard Work! EZ Ebook Template Package Can Help You. .

. Create Colorful PDF Ebooks That Look Terrific In Less Time And With Less Work Include Actual Linked

"Table of Contents" Menus Within Your PDF Ebooks Have Pre-Formatted Templates You Can Utilize To

Generate Your Own Unique Works And Do It All In Less Time Than Trying To Come Up With New

Designs All On Your Own! EZ Ebook Template Package is Specially Designed to Help Anyone, No Matter

What Your Skill Level. Because. . . . I have included a special "how to" manual that will guide you

step-by-step on what you need to know to begin using the templates. It even shows you how to make

changes to the graphics themselves! So, whether you're a "newbie" or a seasoned OpenOffice Writer pro,

you can get plenty of use from this package. Here's a quick look at a few more of the 19 OpenOffice

Writer Ebook Templates you'll receive with your package today. . . And remember, you'll be receiving 19

different ebook templates in sumptuous colors to use anyway you want! What more could you want?

Okay, okay. I'll throw in another "on the house" bonus for you. But only if you act now. . . . You will also

receive Full Master Resale Rights to this entire collection You read the above correctly. I will throw in Full

Master Resale Rights to the EZ Ebook Template Package, a copy of this very sales page, including all

graphics, and a copy of the pre-designed 'thank you' page when you download your copy today. This is a

$97 value all on its own without even including the product! To quickly recap, here's what you'll receive

today when you decide to download your EZ Ebook Template Package. . . . 19 Pre-Formatted .ODT

Ebook Templates In A Variety Of Colors For Use In OpenOffice Writer All Graphics In Both .PSD and

.JPG Format That Are Used Inside The Ebook Template Designs The Extra Ebook Design Elements

Including The Horizontal Rulers and Blank 3D Ebook Covers Full Master Resale Rights To The Entire EZ

Ebook Template Package 1 Sales Page, 1 Thank You Page, And All Necessary Graphics For Reselling

An All New Handy, Easy To Follow PDF Manual Explaining How To Making Adjustments To The Ebook

Templates And The Graphics, Step-By-Simple-Step Do I Get Some Super Fabulous Bonuses Or What?!

Now, if you need some type of extra-super-hyped-up-exclusive 'bonus' collection of crappy products to



justify your purchase today, forget it! This package is worth much more than the price I am offering it at.

Okay, I'm Sold! How Much Will This Outstanding Ebook Template Package Cost Me? And just how much

is it? Well, I'll tell you how much it isn't! It isn't $97. It isn't $67. It isn't $47, although this would be a fair

price.
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